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The advancement of computer support and the advent of remote technology have proved that
whether the computer problem is simple or complex it can be fixed on demand. Technicians sitting
at a remote place or even in a different time zone can come to your rescue, whenever you are in
need. As a computer holds multiple software application so the prospect of technical support is quite
wide. Needless to say that today market is flooded with PC hardware and software brands, and
there is cut-throat competition to survive and excel, and even gaining the one-hundredth of the
market share requires incessant and enterprising efforts.

Driven by passion, brands like Dell, HP, Microsoft and many others have come with their remote
support venture. Now, while sitting at home or office, you can expect prompt and effective support
for Microsoft Windows, MS Office, Internet, e-mail, Office Web Apps, printers and more. In order to
get it, just dial their toll-free number or raise a service-request through e-mail, and there will be no
delay from experts, and you will find your PC running in a complete error-free state. Technicians can
take the remote access of your system, analyze its status and follow appropriate troubleshooting
methods to resolve related problem. The shared data or transacted information is totally encrypted
with the industriesâ€™ best technology so as to ensure that you are always on safe side. The interface
of the File Transfer engine is similar to Windows Explorer's interface. Most of the remote PC
desktop software contains two panels; local that displays local files, and remote that displays remote
files. Once you give the permission to the technician he can drag and drop files and folders between
both panels of the Host and Admin PCs.

Remote assistance and support services are classified in domains such as computer support,
printer support, router support, antivirus support and more. Again each domain has its classification
based upon the brand or technology. Methods and diagnostic tools will widely differ for a PC running
on Windows XP or Windows 7. Likewise, you can uninstall all or any two security software running
the same uninstaller tool and every system is not compatible with all the version of Windows,
Microsoft, Intuit or any other software. Even different diagnostic and troubleshooting methodologies
are required to work with different edition of software. Though the nature of issues related to product
activation, security, update, audio, Internet connectivity, etc. are quite common occurring with every
product or brand.

Liberalization of trade, which stormed the world in the past few years, has opened new avenues for
businesses dwelling in remote assistance or help. Most of the renowned brands including Dell,
Microsoft and AVG are a few to name, have explored their support through network or partnership.
So if you have owned their products you can avail technical support from registered franchise. This
outsourcing norm is a win-win situation for all, but has shown greater inclination towards customers.
Licensee firms have wowed customers through their expertise, slashing service prices, commitment
and values. So, multiple doors have opened and you are the chooser not the loser.
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The author is a technician at Techvedic Technologies, and offers end-to-end a remote assistance or
support to a fix computer, printer and router related issues. Files or data shared during a remote
support is effectively encrypted.
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